
Punch Needle Cushion Teddy
Instructions No. 1906
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Punch Needle is the new stick hobby with an especially high fun factor! Learn here how to make the teddy cushion yourself.

Punch Needle Entry for the inexperienced

To get started, it is a good idea to try the Punch Needle on a stretched
exercise fabric: the needle is pushed into the fabric, and directly on the
surface of the fabric is pulled from out, pushed back in again (the needle
may be pulled out of the fabric carefully and only very slightly, otherwise the
thread will be pulled out again).
When punching, the loops on the top side are as large as the loop size set on
the punch needle. The resulting loops are then fixed to the back of the fabric.
Please also read our Punch Needle Basic Instructions. 

Preparation

The teddy cushion measures approx. 20 x 17 cm. To reproduce it in exactly
this size, download the motif template. 

Transfer the motif to the monk fabric. Tighten the fabric and Embroidery
hoop. pull the first wool thread into the punch needle 

Punch Needle Teddy Cushion 

Punch Needle is like painting with needle and thread. Fill the individual color fields with the corresponding wool loops until you have a teddy bear motif area
created completely with Punch Needle. 

The fabric can now be cut to size with a seam allowance of approx. 2 cm, a corresponding counterpart of the teddy bear motif becomes Cotton fabric the
matching cushion back. To prevent the edges of the fabric from fraying, simply brush them with Textile glue . 

The Punch Needle work and the Cotton fabric blank are sewn together by hand: the seam allowance is folded inwards in each case, for sewing it is best to use
- this Embroidery twist is robust, and should the seam be visible through the Punch Needle work, it will not be noticed due to the fine embroidery thread. Before
the pillow is finally closed, it is filled with filling cotton wool or cherry stones.

Article number Article name Qty
390996-01 Schachenmayr Baby Smiles Lenja softWhite 1
392549-17 Wool rico baby teddy aranPutty 1
391009-38 Schachenmayr Baby Smiles Bravo Baby 185Old Pink, color 1038 1
395809-20 ONline Wool Street, Line 12Colour 20 1
369831-26 Wool "Lisa"Black 1
389518 Cotton fabric "Country Cotton", nature 1
705875 Carbonless copy paper, yellow 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1
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